percent were stopped and inspected. The push from
Washington now is not more customs agents or more
inspections, but the elimination of the 20 mile limit.

THE LIE:

There are so many other failures ofNAFf A I
could discuss, like the U.S. trade surplus with
Mexico, which went from $1.7 billion trade surplus
to a trade deficit of $16.3 at the end of 1996. And
how according to Public Citizen, as of March 1997
the approximate number of U.S. jobs lost due t~
NAFfA was 500,000. There was a $4,420 median
annual pay drop for a worker hired after being laid
off in the early 1990's, and case after case where
corporate executives of American companies said
there would be no U.S. jobs lost and now they have
shut down whole plants in the U.S. These are just a
few of the failures we have seen after just three years
ofNAFfA.

We are· doing all we can to

combat drugs.

Wrong!
By RoIHrt CoIaco, NatiolUl' CluJirma"
CitiullS for a Be,"r A1fU!ncano •

of

We hear today from Washington, DC, our
state capitals, our county officials, our city officials,
and our school board members that we are doing all
that we.can to combat the scourge of drugs affecting
our children, our young people, and our society.
What are they really telling us?

I said in an October 1993 article printed in our
"HAVE YOU BEEN LIED TO?" (sm) flyer, 'Tell
your Congressman and Senators that if they vote for
N AFf A that they are giving away the governing of
our country and opening the borders to unimpeded
drug traffic. Now we are sadly seeing that. We have
to ask the President and the Congress, "do. you just
say the words that you want to protect America from
drugs or are you serious?" If they are serious then
they must not expand NAFfA but restrict it and
inspect every truck crossing the border, for both
drugs and safety.

They are certainly not listening to the former
Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) Intelligence
Chief and if they are they don't care.
"For the godfathers of the drug trade in
Columbia and Mexico this was a deal made in narco
heaven," said Phil Jordan, who until his recent
retirement was the DEA's leading authority on
Mexican drug organizations. He was speaking about
the NAFf A or North American Free Trade
Agreement, on nationally televised ABC News
Nightline on May 6,1997.

If this is not bad enough, President Clinton is
trying to ram through the Congress of the United
States the expansion of NAFf A to include Chile
along with the U.S., Canada and Mexico. He is trying
to do this under what is called "Fast Track

Phil Jordan said, "We were prohibited from
discussing the effects of NAFTA as it related to
narcotics trafficking, yes. I mean, it was a subject
that we could not discuss." The administration did
not want the DEA spoiling its NAFTA deal by telling
the public and congress just how freely they thought
the drugs would then flow.

~uthority", whic~ .~eans that the U.S. Congress
. gIves the responslbdlty to President Clinton and his
administration to negotiate anything they want and
the Congress then would then have to vote for or
against the w!tole thing .without any· changes or
amendments whatsoever. Yet they will be held
responsible for any additional damages these
agreements do to our United States of America.~

On the same ABC Nightline broadcast the
host Ted Koppel put investigative reporter Brian
Ross on the air to address the call ABC News
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